Lessons

Lessons is a tool that allows an instructor to organize resources, activities, and media on a single page. You can have as many Lessons pages in your site as needed. Each Lessons page can be customized to suit the needs of the lesson, including links to other site tools, conditional release of items and content, student content pages, LTI tools, and more.

Instructors can organize the course by unit, module, week, topic, or any other grouping that makes sense for the site.

The Lessons tool allows many of the Sakai tools to be integrated into a single page and there are many appealing features:

- Page title
- Column break
- Section break
- Text item (i.e. content on the page)
- Images or videos embedded on a page
- Content links to items in Resources such as files or URLs
- Links to published assessments (Tests & Quizzes tool)
- Links to forums and topics (Forums tool)
- Links to individual assignments (Assignments tool)
- In-line question items on the page
- Links to subpages
- Items may be designated to different groups as required
- Comments on the page
- Links to Student Pages where students may create their own content
- Items may have prerequisites and other requirements (i.e. conditional release)

Multiple instances (left navigation items) of the tool can be created
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